
Another Huge IAG Signature Auction - Sale 97!
International Auction Galleries’ latest Signature Sale - Sale 97 in March, produced yet another 
strong result in a run of highly successful auctions held by them. With realisations averaging 
20% above pre sale Reserves and healthy 90% Clearance rate from 2,120 lots, the more than 
1,000 Online bidders enjoyed a lively three days of bidding, with a number of lots attracting 
more than 50 bids! The final sale realisation of over $1.5 million from over 500 buyers and 
20,000 bids continued IAG’s strong run of recent auction success.    

Sale 97 featured the “Sampson Hoard” comprising over 6,100 Pounds of Pre Decimal 
Banknotes. The highlight from this hoard was the complete consecutive bundle of 1 Pounds 
1949 Coombs-Watt which realised an impressive $31,720!

Sale 97 also featured two in demand higher grade 1930 Pennies, both of which sold well above 
Reserves achieving $44,530 and $36,660 respectively!

Three rare Superscribed One Pounds:

Of course there is IAG’s usual wide selection of material on offer – including gold, with 
over 200 Half Sovereigns and Sovereigns with many rare issues, eighteen Gold Proof 
sets including three RAM gold issues, a stunning selection of Pre Decimal Coins, many 
PCGS graded including proofs, Pre Decimal and Decimal notes including a number 
of Decimal Bundles featuring three $1 DPS bundles, British and Ancient coins, World 
Coins and Banknotes, Mis-Strikes and Misprints, a HUGE collection of RAM rolls 
from an old estate (part II) along with Mint products and so much more!

(An Example of just some more RECORD Bidding from S 97!)

To view full details of every item sold and realised prices go to the website to view 
Catalogue and Prices Realised. Also: see the DOWNLOADS section of the website for 
other past and present catalogues and prices realised. 

IAG’s next ‘Signature Sale’ will be Sale 98 in September 2023, with a huge Online Sale – 
OS 20 planned for July 2023. Vendors wanting to consign to this auction can do so now, 
with all consignments being completely commission free for all vendors. 

IAG has more than 3,000 registered and active auction buyers, so now is a great time to 
cash in on any coins and banknotes you have tucked away! To submit vendor lots for 
auction or for more information on this or upcoming sales visit IAG’s website: 

www.iagauctions.com  or  phone (07) 55 380 300

Sale 97 achieved amazing sale prices as seen in the images above!


